
Tuffpak
These features have made a Tuffpak the world stan-
dard for safe transport of valuable camera support 
systems :

- Octagonal Shape helps prevent cases from rolling off car seats, airport 
baggage conveyor belts and inclined surfaces.

- Wheels for most models: Makes transporting tripods as easy on your back as it   
is on your equipment.

- Protected and Recessed Handles: Increases storage space, decreases ship-  
ping dimensions and makes damage to protruding handles a thing of the past.

- Rotationally Molded Construction: Eliminates seams and welds and increases   
wall thickness at all bends. A construction which not only makes Tuffpak the   
toughest case in the industry, it allows Tuffpak to offer the toughest warrantee   
in the industry!

- and the most valuable feature of all...Experience: For nearly three decades,   
wherever news is made, Tuffpak has assured the safe arrival of valuable    
support systems to all corners of the globe. In the US, nearly every major pro-   
duction or rental house has made Tuffpak a standard part of their inventory.   
With CaSu the Tuffpaks are finally availbale in Europe.

Distribution:
Camera Support Granderath (CaSu) exclusively handles worldwide sales of Tuffpak cases (except Australia and the 
US). For further information also check www.casu.tv or call +49 89 45 21 90 60 or Email to info@CaSu.tv

The perfect case for your tripod
®

Conclusion:
Nothing insures better protection for your tripod than a Tuffpak. If you absolutely, positively, 
have to arrive at your next shoot ready to go, there is no substitute.
Examples:
Placing a tripod system on a plane in just a canvas bag is a gamble.
Tuffpak takes the weight off your mind on the plane and the wheels
take the weight off your back when you arrive.
On tripod systems with a 150mm bowl - such as Video 25, Vision 250,
C20/40 - heads are usually not separated from the legs for transport. 
These are the times when you will most appreciate the superb quality,
high strength, light weight and all the other features of a Tuffpak case.

  model  transport for tripod system   typical use
  code no. length (cm) lenght of - to (cm)    

 187400   80  74 - 84    2 stage 75 mm tripod with head (Vinten, Panther)
 189100 103  91,5 - 104   2 stage 75 mm tripod with head (Sachtler)
        or 1 stage 75 mm tripod with head (Vinten)
 181040 115  104 - 117   1 stage 75 mm tripod with head (Sachtler, Panther)
 236600   79  66 - 79    100 mm baby, short or castor 
 239100   99  88 - 101   2 stage 100 mm tripod with head or 75 mm tripod
        system with bag
 23910 R 101  88 - 101   2 stage 100 mm tripod with head or 75 mm tripod
        system with bag
 239900 114  99 - 112   1stage 100 mm tripod with head
 285800   68  58 - 71    150 mm Baby or Frog
 28810 R   85  81 - 94    150 mm 2 stage tripod w/o head
 28990 R 115  99 - 112   150 mm 2 stage tripod with head or 150 mm    
        1 stage tripod w/o head 
 28112 R 128  112 - 125   150 mm 1 stage tripod with head

R = with rolls


